
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY

BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

In the Matter of:

APPLICATION OF GTE MOBILNET
INCORPORATED FOR ISSUANCE OF A
CERTIFICATE OF PUBLIC CONVENIENCE
AND NECESSITY TO CONSTRUCT A
PERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS SERVICE
FACILITY IN THE CINCINNATI-DAYTON
MAJOR TRADING AREA ("MTA") WHICH
INCLUDES BOONE, KENTON, CAMPBELL,
GALLATIN, GRANT, PENDLETON, BRACKEN
MASON, LEWIS, GREENUP, CARTER, BOYD,
ELLIOTT, LAWRENCE, JOHNSON, MARTIN,
FLOYD AND PIKE COUNTIES, KENTUCKY
("KY NO. 0245/CVG 75/LLOYD FACILITY")
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ORDER
On September 23, 1997, the Commission entered its Order granting a Certificate

of Public Convenience and Necessity to GTE Mobilnet incorporated ("GTE Mobilnet") to

construct a cellular facility at 335 Enzweiler Road near Alexandria, in Campbell County,

Kentucky. Subsequently, on October 24, 1997, GTE Mobilnet filed a letter, which the

Commission will treat as a motion, stating that it had erroneously failed to notify certain

adjoining property owners at the time it filed its original application. When it realized its

error, GTE Mobilnet states, it ceased construction on the facility.

GTE Mobilnet states that it has contacted the property owners who, pursuant to

Commission regulation, were required to be notified. As a result of that contact, the

property owners in question have submitted signed statements to GTE Mobilnet stating

they do not object to the location and waive all rights they have with respect to same.

Those statements have been submitted to the Commission.



Based upon the remedial activity it has undertaken, and the statements submitted

by the property owners, GTE Mobilnet requests the Commission to issue an Order

stating that construction pursuant to the certificate issued in this case may proceed.

The Commission finds that GTE Mobilnet has taken reasonable action to remedy

its unfortunate error. It also appears that the property owners who did not receive

appropriate notice have been given opportunity to state any objections they have. No

such objection to continuation of construction has been raised. IT IS THEREFORE

ORDERED that GTE Mobilnet may proceed with construction in accordance with the

certificate of public convenience and necessity issued in this docket on September 23,

3997.

Done at Frankfort, Kentucky, this 14th day of November, 1997.
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